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考题题库说明 
 
（1）考题来源：www.ajokaista.com。个人认为该题库是山寨版，登陆密码可从相应驾校
获取。理解了这一题库，基本可以完胜考试中心的理论题；基本原理万变不离其中。 
（3）考试形式：最终考试时，3个预热选择题（常识性问题，不计分），10个理论选择
题，50个实际路况判断题，和 www.ajokaista.com中的模式一样。不过允许错 3个理论选
择题，8个实际路况判断题。考试中心的考试通过率为~2/3。 
（4）理论选择题。该题库只包含前面的理论选择题，考题只对应着给出正确答案。理解
这些理论选择题，对后期的实际路况判断有很大帮助。 
（5）考试攻略。 

A) 浏览本题库中的所有题目 1-2遍，尝试着理解，对不能理解的予以标注。 
B) 浏览芬兰公路路标(下载地址：http://goo.gl/BqqPW9)，尝试着理解，对不能理解
的作特别标注。 
C) 登陆 www.ajokaista.com网站，完成理论题训练，对错误的内容做特别摘录并理
解。根据前期理解，尝试做相应的实际路况判断题及路标题。 
D) 浏览题库中特别标注过的题目，登陆 www.ajokaista.com网站进行集中训练。 
E) 看题目看累了，可浏览芬兰驾驶理论简约版(下载地址：http://goo.gl/yFPDYk)。 
F) 建议在考试前 1-7天集中准备即可，注意上述顺序。 

（6）个人感想。芬兰的考题主要集中在安全和环保等方面，并不像国内那样涉及机车原
理内容。相对而言，容易理解性记住。考试的时候可以和监考警察聊聊，不懂的话他还可

以给你 google出图出来帮助理解；但是也得注意他说话的语境和语气。比如考试时遇到
“将车停在斑马线后方”是否正确的问题，看那图片怎么想也觉得车子停得不对，和监考老
师商量了下，他是说没问题，不过又似乎画蛇添足的补了一句，“假如是我的话，我是不
会这么停的”，这句话特别应了我的想法，所以直接勾选“No”。而事实上，答案是“Yes”。 
 
 

JJWang@Helsinki 
2015-11-19 

 
 
 
  



中国驾照转芬兰驾照---经验分享[ESPOO，转] 
 

一、拿国内的驾照去翻译。我没有在国内公证，找朋友拿的模板，自己照翻的，警察局不认，后

来拿去咱们中国使馆做“公证”，算是合格。朋友说也可以拿去翻译公司，带翻译公司抬头的，

可以直接拿去警察局。但关键是，翻译公司翻译一个驾照，钱不少要啊，我当时打电话问了

一下，好像是 100 欧元，所以，算了吧，我还是把这钱交给使馆赚吧，毕竟使馆公证费好像
比这少不少。	

二、去体检		我去的是 Ititämerenkatu	11-13,	我当时想尽快拿到驾照，所以就去找了一家当时给体检
结果的，后来发现没必要，因为在芬兰办事，不是你想快，你就可以快得了的，去社区医院，

据说 20欧够了。我花了 59欧元，所以，上面省的钱又补出去了。	
三、去警察局直接排队预约、递交材料有		，交钱 60欧；	

护照、体检报告、驾照原件及翻译件、两张照片	
四、等一周，警察局把你的材料转给	 Ajovarma	 Oy	考驾照公司了。你就可以去 Espoo	

Katsastusasema		地址：	Hannuksenpelto	14		02270			Espoo		电话	0753239813		把警察局给你盖好戳的文件，
交给这个驾照公司了。	

五、给驾校打电话，	朋友给我介绍的是	Esami	driving	school	学校。	
ESA	Mikkola		0505224205，	你给他打电话说你准备考芬兰驾照，他就给你密码和网上练习题。
任何驾校都一样（www.ajokaista.com）。输入他们给你的邮件信息，你的名字拼音和学校名字，
输入给你的 18个密码中的一个，注意，每次每个密码可用 3小时。进去练习之后，第一步选
英语，再选 NO	TIME	LIMITED,	 	我是第一次进去很挫败，什么看不懂，答题时间还限制了，我
几乎是哭着出来做的第一次题，心想人家英语都好，我这英语太烂了，什么没看懂，出来了！

但后来发现，我的方法不对。	
图片题做到每次只错 1-3道之后，我开始攻克理论题；	
理论题、理论题，我都 10多年没看英文题了，看见我不认识的，我就看都不想看，所以想了
一个好办法，上网找个中国学生来给我做练习题翻译，给他一点劳务费不就 OK了，还省得求
人。可是，同学们倒是真来了，美其名曰，赚点零花钱，可是，乖乖，他现场给我查《有道

翻译》，我去，	一套题做下来，准去率还没有我高，算了，还是自己来。其实，人就是喜欢
偷懒，当发现这个懒她偷不着，她也就硬着头皮看书了。第二天，5 套题做下来，再回过头
看书，那么难的书也不难了。	
	

六、做了一周练习题，准确率，理论题在 3 道题以内，图片题也在 3 道左右，OK，可以约考试了。	
七、给驾照公司打电话，告诉她，你要考试了，可以电话约考试时间，注意，对方英语不太好，

碰上英语也不怎么好的我，但告诉对方你的 ID 号，他们就可以查询到你之前交材料的名字了，
OK，对方告诉你一个考试时间，你对一下时间，并要求他们给你发短信以确认，你记下的时
间，就是他们安排的考试时间。	
Ajovarma	Oy	驾照公司		电话	0753239813	

八、继续做题，直到考试前一晚上，我是一天做了 10多套，准确率有显著提高之后，去考试的。
考试地址 Ajovarma	Oy	考驾照公司 Espoo	Katsastusasema	 	地址：	 Hannuksenpelto	 14	 	 02270			
Espoo		
提前半小时到达考场，交了 168 欧元考试费。。。。等等，电话里不是说 85 欧元是不限时间的
考试费，怎么又提高了？		用夹生英语问了一下怎么回事，好像听明白了，是包括路考的费用
一起收了。OK，理论考试 85欧元，路考 59欧元，两个证的材料费各 12欧，所以，加在一起
是 168欧元。	

九、稳妥起见，找了个朋友帮我做翻译，朋友不可以看题，但考官坐在我旁边，读题给朋友听，

刚好考官那天迟到了，感觉有点亏欠我们，所以，在翻译题的时候，也在热烈地跟我们讨论

着，所以，考试时还不算紧张。但朋友不太敢提示答案，所以，也算轻松愉快参加完理论考

试，成绩结果出来，理论题错 3 道，图片题错 4 道。我还挺不服气，怎么错那么多。出门后



朋友说，好悬，刚过，我才意识到，哦，理论题只允许错 3道，图片题允许 8道。我的经验，
还是尽可能利用这个机会好好学习交通法规，要不然，以后违反交通法规交罚单，岂不更贵，

我参加完考试，发现我后面有个中国人也来参加考试，他说，其实有翻译可以提供包过翻译，

价格也不贵，好像 70-80欧搞定，但个人觉得，还是应该学习学习。	
十、然后拿着成绩，直奔驾校。驾校地址：kirkonkyläntie	3	A	3	rd,		其实就在 Malmi火车站旁边，我

照着地图，倒了两趟公共汽车，晕菜！	驾校的小姑娘年接待的我，说老板去塔林出差了，需
要下周他回来再安排考试！晕倒再次！给朋友打电话，朋友劝我换一家驾校，不，这不行，

这不是我的做人准则，早跟人家约好的，岂能这时甩了人家，一路走来，网上练习题，我由

于开始不熟练，哐哐，浪费好多秘码，再问人家要，人家二话不说，又给发过来了。我推荐

好几个朋友去这个驾校要网上练习题密码，人家也都给了。后来，得知，几个朋友中也有时

间不凑巧就改驾校的，但我不会改，这是我做人的准则。	
Office	costs	:60		+至少两小时练习 140	Driving	lesson	+		用驾校车考试一次 90欧	
所以你在驾校要花的钱，至少是 290欧；	
	
所以综上所述，中国驾校转芬兰驾照，最低成本在：	

290+168+60+30+40=588欧元，怎么 600欧元以内可以搞定？我怎么有点不相信这个数字
，难倒我漏了哪？我不是听说，至少得 1200欧元才能搞定吗？ 
 
注： 
所有考试点的地址见如下网站： 
http://www.ajovarma.fi/palvelupisteet 
 
  



理论选择题题库 
 
1. What is the speed limit on pedestrian streets and malls?  
Correct answer: 20 km/h  
 
2. How can one most effectively impact on fuel consumption while driving in urban areas?  
Correct answer: By avoiding unnecessary stops.  
 
3. Which of the following applies to driving in intersections?  
Correct answer: One must always approach the intersection with caution.  
 
4. What do you do if the oil pressure signal on the meter board turns on?  
Correct answer: Stop and turn off motor immediately.  
 
5. Why is it best to reverse a vehicle into a parking spot?  
Correct answer: You don't have to reverse into the traffic when rejoining the road.  
 
6. You are at a stop sign approaching an intersection in order to turn left. There is a vehicle 
approaching from the left. Do you have to yield?  
Correct answer: Yes, because the stop sign requires me to yield.  
 
7. What happens if you use higher than the recommended amount of air pressure in tires?  
Correct answer: Tires will have less friction and fuel consumption decreses.  
 
8. What does it mean if ABS light is on in the control panel while driving?  
Correct answer: ABS braking system has a malfunction, so the brakes can lock during braking.  
 
9. Which of the following is one of the main principles of economical driving?  
Correct answer: As speed increases, move swifly up the gears  
 
10. Which of the following is the most common cause of accidents?  
Correct answer: The driver's inadequate perception and judgement of traffic  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Is it possible to drive a traffic tractor with a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: No  
 
2. When a vehicle is exiting a parking lot to join a main road and another vehicle is approaching 
on the main road, who should yield  
Correct answer: The vehicle coming from the parking lot should always yield.  
 
3. When you are allowed to use the horn?  



Correct answer: When it may prevent prevent a dangerous situation  
 
4. Which of the following is characteristic of economical driving?  
Correct answer: Engine braking  
 
5. When turning left on a single-lane, one-way road you must turn onto the..  
Correct answer: Left side of the road.  
 
6. Does a class B driver's license allow you to tow a trailer?  
Correct answer: Yes.  
 
7. What is 'reaction time'?  
Correct answer: The time taken from noticing an obstacle to the application of the brake pedal.  
 
8. When is it mandatory to use a vehicle's headlights?  
Correct answer: Always when driving in traffic  
 
9. Which of the following rules should be applied regarding heavy vehicles?  
Correct answer: Heavy vehicles require longer braking distances.  
 
10. What is the minimum groove depth for summer tires?  
Correct answer: Main groove depth must be at least 1. 6 mm.  
 
 
1. How can you affect the emissions as a driver?  
Correct answer: Driving smoothly, without unnecessary accelerations and braking.  
 
2. What do the traffic laws stipulate regarding trams in intersections?  
Correct answer: At equal intersections, trams always have right-of-way.  
 
3. How does one brake effectively when driving in slippery conditions?  
Correct answer: By pressign down the brake pedal carefully, paying attention to avoid wheel 
locking.  
 
4. What does a solid yellow line between road lanes indicate?  
Correct answer: Overtaking is prohibited, unless there is also a white dotted line on your side of 
the yellow line.  
 
5. You are turning left at an intersection and a green arrow light is showing. How should you 
proceed?  
Correct answer: Continue turning left. If a green arrow light is showing there should be no traffic 
to yield for.  
 
6. When turning at an intersection, when is thetime to get in lane?  
Correct answer: Before reaching the intersection.  
 



7. What does a red battery symbol on the dash board indicate?  
Correct answer: There is a malfunction in the battery charging system. Stop when you reach the 
nearest service station.  
 
8. What is theplace for grouping?  
Correct answer: Well before grouping zone.  
 
9. Having passed traffic lights to turn left, while yielding to oncoming traffic, the light turns red. 
What should you do?  
Correct answer: Continue turning left, despite the lights being red.  
 
10. When is it legal to use bus lane?  
Correct answer: When grouping in order to turn.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. There is a piece of exhaust pipe on the road. How to proceed?  
Correct answer: I must stop if possible and remove the object  
 
2. What is 'situational speed'?  
Correct answer: The vehicle's speed in relation to a challenging situation.  
 
3. What is the maximum speed limit for a van?  
Correct answer: 100 km/h with ABS braking system, otherwise 80 km/h  
 
4. What documents must be carried with while driving a vehicle?  
Correct answer: A driver's license if the vehicle requires one and technical part of the registration 
certificate  
 
5. What does a solid yellow line between road lanes indicate?  
Correct answer: Overtaking is prohibited, unless there is also a white dotted line on your side of 
the yellow line.  
 
6. When in traffic, which of the following should you take into account with regards to children?  
Correct answer: Children's attention spans are not always at the same level as those of adults.  
 
7. Is it possible to drive a motorcycle with a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: No.  
 
8. In which areas are traffic laws inapplicable?  
Correct answer: Areas that are closed for general traffic.  
 
9. How does automatic transmission differ from manual transmission?  



Correct answer: Vehicles with automatic transmission do not have a clutch pedal  
 
10. What does a red and yellow light showing simultaneously at the traffic lights indicate?  
Correct answer: The light is turning green.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. What is the maximum permitted speed for a vehicle towing a trailer?  
Correct answer: 80 km/h  
 
2. Which of the following statements applies to the catalytic converter?  
Correct answer: The catalytic converter reduces emissions.  
 
3. Is a vehicle permitted to tow a trailer on a motorway?  
Correct answer: Yes  
 
4. How can one most effectively impact on fuel consumption while driving in urban areas?  
Correct answer: By avoiding unnecessary stops.  
 
5. Which lights should be turned on if the vehicle has a malfunction and you have to stop on the 
road side?  
Correct answer: Emergency flashers and parking lights.  
 
6. What must be taken into account when turning right from a road which has the right of way?  
Correct answer: When turning right one must yield the pedestrians, scooters and bicyclists 
crossing the road  
 
7. You have a green light and you are turning left. Who should you yield to?  
Correct answer: Oncoming traffic and pedestrians.  
 
8. Does a class B driver's license permit someone t tow any car-compatible trailer?  
Correct answer: No  
 
9. In which of the following cases is it permitted to overtake on the right?  
Correct answer: In a traffic jam, when the right lane is moving faster  
 
10. Which of the following can cause fading of the brakes?  
Correct answer: Continuous braking in a long downhill.  
 
 
 
 



1. From how far can you notice a dark human figure (without a reflector) in the dark with dipped 
beams?  
Correct answer: From about 40 meters  
 
2. What is the speed limit on pedestrian streets and malls?  
Correct answer: 20 km/h  
 
3. Is a vehicle permitted to tow a trailer on a motorway?  
Correct answer: Yes  
 
4. Which of the following can cause fading of the brakes?  
Correct answer: Continuous braking in a long downhill.  
 
5. Which one applies to passenger car's wheel surfaces?  
Correct answer: Summer tire's minimum groove depth for main grooves is 1. 6 mm  
 
6. Is it possible to drive a traffic tractor with a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: No  
 
7. What must be done prior to changing lanes?  
Correct answer: Indicate, look in the mirrors and check your blind spot.  
 
8. Are you allowed to pull a trailer with a total mass of 1500 kg, when car weights 1350 kg and 
you have a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: Yes, the total mass of the combination is under 3500 kg.  
 
9. You are at a green light and are turning left at an intersection. Which one of the following 
must you yield to?  
Correct answer: Vehicles heading toward you and pedestrian traffic, scooters and cyclists 
crossing the road  
 
10. What does a red battery symbol on the dash board indicate?  
Correct answer: There is a malfunction in the battery charging system. Stop when you reach the 
nearest service station.  
 
 
 
 
 
1. Are you allowed to pull a trailer with a total mass of 1500 kg, when car weights 1350 kg and 
you have a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: Yes, the total mass of the combination is under 3500 kg.  
 
2. Which part of the exhaust emissions is it that contributes to climate change?  
Correct answer: Carbon dioxide.  
 



3. How do traffic lights change?  
Correct answer: When changing to green, the lights will first show red and yellow 
simultaneously  
 
4. Which of the following is characteristic of enviromentally aware driving?  
Correct answer: Preheating the engine in cold weather  
 
5. What is the general speed limit outside built-up areas?  
Correct answer: 80 km/h  
 
6. How far does a vehicle travel in a second at a speed of 80 km/h?  
Correct answer: About 22 meters.  
 
7. On motorway you can...  
Correct answer: Overtake slower traffic.  
 
8. Which of the following applies outside population centers?  
Correct answer: Vehicles can be parked on the shoulder  
 
9. When turning at an intersection, when is thetime to get in lane?  
Correct answer: Before reaching the intersection.  
 
10. You are turning left at a yield sign, which direction of traffic should you yield to?  
Correct answer: Traffic coming from both directions.  
 
 
 
 
 
1. When is it legal to cross a solid white line?  
Correct answer: Only if unavoidable in an emergency  
 
2. If the speed of a moving vehicle doubles, what effect does this have on the stoppping distance 
needed?  
Correct answer: The Stopping distance is quadrupled.  
 
3. Does a class B driver's license permit someone t tow any car-compatible trailer?  
Correct answer: No  
 
4. Which part of the exhaust emissions is it that contributes to climate change?  
Correct answer: Carbon dioxide.  
 
5. How can one most effectively impact on fuel consumption while driving in urban areas?  
Correct answer: By avoiding unnecessary stops.  
 
6. Wich of the following is characteristic of economical driving?  



Correct answer: Engine braking  
 
7. What is the maximum amount of people that a class B vehicle can be registered for?  
Correct answer: Driver + 8 persons  
 
8. The car you are driving seems to drag a little to the left. What is the probable cause?  
Correct answer: The left tire's pressure is too low  
 
9. What does a red and yellow light showing simultaneously at the traffic lights indicate?  
Correct answer: The light is turning green.  
 
10. Is it legal to drive a van with a B-class driver's license?  
Correct answer: Yes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. On a motorway it is forbidden to...  
Correct answer: Park  
 
2. What is good to remember when adding coolant?  
Correct answer: There should be enough antifreeze liquid to prevent the engine and radiator from 
freezing.  
 
3. There is an octagonal sign traffic sign next to the road covered in snow. How do you proceed?  
Correct answer: I will stop, because it is a stop sign  
 
4. Which of the following statements applies to the catalytic converter?  
Correct answer: The catalytic converter reduces emissions.  
 
5. Which of the following situations may lead to the loss of a driving license?  
Correct answer: Driving intoxicated  
 
6. Is it possible to drive a tractor with a class B driver license?  
Correct answer: Yes  
 
7. What should you do if you see small children walking on the side of the road?  
Correct answer: Slow down and proceed with caution.  
 
8. What is 'shoulder'?  
Correct answer: The outermost part of the road that begins at continuous line.  
 
9. What should you do if the temperature level of the motor rises over limit?  
Correct answer: Stop as soon as possible.  



 
10. Which of the following is true about automatic transmission?  
Correct answer: The driver does not need the clutch to change gears when using a vehicle with 
an automatic transmission  
 
 
 
 
1. What documents must be carried with while driving a vehicle?  
Correct answer: A driver's license if the vehicle requires one and technical part of the registration 
certificate  
 
2. What is the general speed limit in built-up areas?  
Correct answer: 50 km/h  
 
3. Which of the following is characteristic of enviromentally aware driving?  
Correct answer: Preheating the engine in cold weather  
 
4. A road is partially blocked by a barrier with a yellow flashing light. What does the light 
indicate?  
Correct answer: The light indicates that the road may be closed or under construction  
 
5. What is the maximum speed limit for a van?  
Correct answer: 100 km/h with ABS braking system, otherwise 80 km/h  
 
6. What is important to remember regarding the adding of antifreeze?  
Correct answer: Antifreeze should be present in the engine in summer, as well as winter, to 
prevent corrosion.  
 
7. What is meant by 'motor braking'?  
Correct answer: Reducing of speed when you are not giving gas and the gear is on.  
 
8. What is the regulation regarding headlights?  
Correct answer: Headlights must be used at all times.  
 
9. Is it legal to drive a motorized vehicle on pedestrian streets and malls?  
Correct answer: It is legal to drive to a building when no other entry is available  
 
10. When in traffic, which of the following should you take into account with regards to 
children?  
Correct answer: Children's attention spans are not always at the same level as those of adults.  
 
 
 
 



1. You are at a stop sign approaching an intersection in order to turn left. There is a vehicle 
approaching from the left. Do you have to yield?  
Correct answer: Yes, because the stop sign requires me to yield.  
 
2. You are driving with high beams and you are being overtaken. When do you change to dipped 
beams?  
Correct answer: When the overtaking vehicle is returning back to the lane.  
 
3. The vehicle ahead performs an emergency stop and you crash into the back od his vehicle. He 
says he braked to avoid hitting a squirrel. Who is responsible?  
Correct answer: In principle, the vehicle behind is responsible.  
 
4. How should you regard mopeds and cyclists on the road?  
Correct answer: Regard mopeds and cyclists as you would other road users  
 
5. Are you allowed to pull a trailer with a total mass of 800 kg when having class B driver's 
class?  
Correct answer: Yes, as long as the total mass of the vehicle combination does not exceed 
3500kg.  
 
6. Which of the following applies to driving in intersections?  
Correct answer: One must always approach the intersection with caution.  
 
7. Are you allowed to pull a trailer with a total mass of 1500 kg, when car weights 1350 kg and 
you have a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: Yes, the total mass of the combination is under 3500 kg.  
 
8. What must you do if there is a stationary vehicle just before a pedestrian crossing?  
Correct answer: Stop next to the vehicle.  
 
9. How can one affect the economy and security of driving while on highway?  
Correct answer: By holding at least 4 seconds of distance from the vehicle in front.  
 
10. In which areas are traffic laws inapplicable?  
Correct answer: Areas that are closed for general traffic.  
 
 
 
 
1. What is the maximum speed limit for a van?  
Correct answer: 100 km/h with ABS braking system, otherwise 80 km/h  
 
2. When is it legal to use bus lane?  
Correct answer: When grouping in order to turn.  
 
3. How can you decrease the amount of harmful particles in the exhaust emission.  



Correct answer: By preheating the motor in cold weather.  
 
4. Which of the following statements applies to motorways and motor-traffic ways?  
Correct answer: U-turns are prohibited  
 
5. What is the maximum amount of people that a class B vehicle can be registered for?  
Correct answer: Driver + 8 persons  
 
6. On motorway you can...  
Correct answer: Overtake slower traffic.  
 
7. What must be done prior to changing lanes?  
Correct answer: Indicate, look in the mirrors and check your blind spot.  
 
8. What does a solid yellow line between road lanes indicate?  
Correct answer: Overtaking is prohibited, unless there is also a white dotted line on your side of 
the yellow line.  
 
9. At a pedestrian crossing ahead a pedestrian is about to cross the road. Should you yield?  
Correct answer: Yes, because it is mandatory to yield to a pedestrian who is about to cross the 
road.  
 
10. What traffic guidance is in use when traffic lights are not operating?  
Correct answer: Traffic signs  
 
 
 
 
 
1. What should be taken into consideration when overtaking cyclist?  
Correct answer: Cyclists can behave more erratically than car drivers  
 
2. How should you yield to an ambulance with flashing lights that is approaching from behind?  
Correct answer: Slow down and move to the right  
 
3. What does a sign showing a big red triangle at the back of a vehicle indicate?  
Correct answer: That the vehicle moves slowly  
 
4. You are turning left at the intersection and on your left-hand side there is a tram lane. What 
must you do?  
Correct answer: I will turn from my own lane, as it is illegal to drive in the tram lane.  
 
5. Which of the following can cause fading of the brakes?  
Correct answer: Continuous braking in a long downhill.  
 
6. When is it legal to use bus lane?  



Correct answer: When grouping in order to turn.  
 
7. In which of the following cases is it permitted to overtake on the right?  
Correct answer: In a traffic jam, when the right lane is moving faster  
 
8. Is it legal to drive on tram rails?  
Correct answer: Yes, if it's not limited by a sign.  
 
9. Which of the following applies to regulatory signs?  
Correct answer: Regulatory signs are circular and blue  
 
10. Wich of the following is characteristic of economical driving?  
Correct answer: Engine braking  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Why must the centrifugal force must be taken into consideration when loading the cargo?  
Correct answer: High center of mass increases the risk of tipping over.  
 
2. What is the regulation regarding headlights?  
Correct answer: Headlights must be used at all times.  
 
3. Which of the following are you allowed to drive with a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: A motor vehicle towing a 750 kg trailer.  
 
4. What happens if you use higher than the recommended amount of air pressure in tires?  
Correct answer: Tires will have less friction and fuel consumption decreses.  
 
5. How far, in time, should you travel behind the vehicle ahead when driving at a speed of 80 
km/h?  
Correct answer: Four seconds  
 
6. Which of the following applies to driving in intersections?  
Correct answer: One must always approach the intersection with caution.  
 
7. What do the traffic laws stipulate regarding trams in intersections?  
Correct answer: At equal intersections, trams always have right-of-way.  
 
8. Which lights should be switched on when parking on a street?  
Correct answer: Dipped beams should be switched on when parking on a shoulder after dark  
 
9. If a vehicle is travelling at a speed of 80 km/h, what distance will it travel in one second?  
Correct answer: Approximately 22 meters.  



 
10. Is it legal to drive a motorized vehicle on pedestrian streets and malls?  
Correct answer: It is legal to drive to a building when no other entry is available  
 
 
 
 
1. What must be taken into consideration when towing another vehicle?  
Correct answer: Towed vehicle's driver must have a suitable driver's license.  
 
2. What is the regulation regarding headlights?  
Correct answer: Headlights must be used at all times.  
 
3. Which of the following applies to the emergency lights?  
Correct answer: It is not allowed to use them in a moving vehicle.  
 
4. What is the general speed limit outside built-up areas?  
Correct answer: 50 km/h  
 
5. The vehicle ahead performs an emergency stop and you crash into the back od his vehicle. He 
says he braked to avoid hitting a squirrel. Who is responsible?  
Correct answer: In principle, the vehicle behind is responsible.  
 
6. How may a heavy load affect a vehicle?  
Correct answer: Headlight aligment may change  
 
7. If the speed of a moving vehicle doubles, what effect does this have on the stoppping distance 
needed?  
Correct answer: The Stopping distance is quadrupled.  
 
8. What do you do if the oil pressure signal on the meter board turns on?  
Correct answer: Stop and turn off motor immediately.  
 
9. What is the minimum groove depth for summer tires?  
Correct answer: Main groove depth must be at least 1. 6 mm.  
 
10. What is the general speed limit outside densely populated areas?  
Correct answer: 80 km/h  
 
 
 
 
 
1. What is theprocedure when turning onto a side road?  
Correct answer: Indicate, align the vehicle and then reduce speed  
 



2. If a vehicle has a liquid cooling system, how should it be maintained?  
Correct answer: The amount of liquid should be checked every once in a while and more coolant 
added if required  
 
3. Which lights should be switched on when parking on a street?  
Correct answer: Dipped beams should be switched on when parking on a shoulder after dark  
 
4. What is the the most common reason for a fatal car accident?  
Correct answer: Drunken driving  
 
5. You are at a green light and are turning left at an intersection. Which one of the following 
must you yield to?  
Correct answer: Vehicles heading toward you and pedestrian traffic, scooters and cyclists 
crossing the road  
 
6. What does a red and yellow light showing simultaneously at the traffic lights indicate?  
Correct answer: The light is turning green.  
 
7. What does it mean if ABS light is on in the control panel while driving?  
Correct answer: ABS braking system has a malfunction, so the brakes can lock during braking.  
 
8. What is 'shoulder'?  
Correct answer: The outermost part of the road that begins at continuous line.  
 
9. What should you do when approaching a pedestrian crossing?  
Correct answer: If there are pedestrians waiting to cross the street, yield to them.  
 
10. What is theposition to drive in a wide lane?  
Correct answer: On the right side.  
 
 
 
 
1. To which of the following must you yield to at a two-way intersection?  
Correct answer: A car coming from the right.  
 
2. What should be done at an accident scene, when there are number of helpers?  
Correct answer: One person takes control of the situation and shares tasks to others.  
 
3. What does a red oil can symbol on the dash board indicate?  
Correct answer: The oil pressure is very low, stop the engine as soon as possible.  
 
4. You are turning left at a yield sign, which direction of traffic should you yield to?  
Correct answer: Traffic coming from both directions.  
 
5. Why foot should not be kept on the clutch pedal during driving?  



Correct answer: It causes abnormal wearing of the clutch.  
 
6. What is regulated regarding turning signal?  
Correct answer: A turning signal must always be given when turning in an intersection  
 
7. Why must the centrifugal force must be taken into consideration when loading the cargo?  
Correct answer: High center of mass increases the risk of tipping over.  
 
8. The vehicle ahead performs an emergency stop and you crash into the back od his vehicle. He 
says he braked to avoid hitting a squirrel. Who is responsible?  
Correct answer: In principle, the vehicle behind is responsible.  
 
9. What should you bear in mind when changing a headlight's bulb?  
Correct answer: You should not touch the bulb with bare hands.  
 
10. How may a heavy load affect a vehicle?  
Correct answer: Headlight aligment may change  
 
 
 
 
1. What is 'shoulder'?  
Correct answer: The outermost part of the road that begins at continuous line.  
 
2. When joining a main road from a side road, remember that, in one second, a vehicle travelling 
at 100 km/h will travel...  
Correct answer: About 30 meters.  
 
3. How may a heavy load affect a vehicle?  
Correct answer: Headlight aligment may change  
 
4. What is the probability of a new driver being involved in an accident, when compared with a 
driver who has been driving for ten years?  
Correct answer: 3. 5:1  
 
5. What is theplace for grouping?  
Correct answer: Well before grouping zone.  
 
6. How do you minimize the risk of hydroplaning?  
Correct answer: By riding at a lower speed.  
 
7. What does the mandatory third party insurance cover?  
Correct answer: All personal injury and the innocent party's damage costs  
 
8. What does a solid yellow line between road lanes indicate?  



Correct answer: Overtaking is prohibited, unless there is also a white dotted line on your side of 
the yellow line.  
 
9. To whom must you yield to, when turning to the right at an intersection?  
Correct answer: Pedestrians and cyclists.  
 
10. When travelling along a multi-lane road, which lane should you generally stay in?  
Correct answer: The lane furthest to the right  
 
 
 
 
 
1. A police officer gives you a hand signal as you drive into an intersection with traffic lights. 
How should you proceed?  
Correct answer: I should drive according to the officer's signals, regardles of the traffic lights  
 
2. What is the general speed limit in built-up areas?  
Correct answer: 50 km/h  
 
3. What position should you set the parking disk if parking at 4. 45 pm?  
Correct answer: 5. 00 pm  
 
4. Which of the following is the most common cause of accidents?  
Correct answer: The driver's inadequate perception and judgement of traffic  
 
5. At a pedestrian crossing ahead a pedestrian is about to cross the road. Should you yield?  
Correct answer: Yes, because it is mandatory to yield to a pedestrian who is about to cross the 
road.  
 
6. Is it possible to drive a tractor with a class B driver license?  
Correct answer: Yes  
 
7. Which of the following causes most in the fuel consumption when driving in population 
center?  
Correct answer: Constantly changing driving speed.  
 
8. You are at a green light and are turning left at an intersection. Which one of the following 
must you yield to?  
Correct answer: Vehicles heading toward you and pedestrian traffic, scooters and cyclists 
crossing the road  
 
9. Which of the following is characteristic of enviromentally aware driving?  
Correct answer: Preheating the engine in cold weather  
 
10. In which of the following cases is it permitted to overtake on the right?  



Correct answer: In a traffic jam, when the right lane is moving faster  
 
 
 
 
 
1. What is compensated from the mandatory traffic insurance?  
Correct answer: Innocent part's material damages and everyone's personal injuries  
 
2. If a vehicle's battery is exhausted, how should another car's battery be connected to your own?  
Correct answer: The red jumper cable between plus posts on batteries. The black cable from 
subsidiary battery's minus-pole to your car engine's frame.  
 
3. How do you know if the trailer is allowed to be connected the towing vehicle?  
Correct answer: From the technical section of the towing vehicle's registration certificate.  
 
4. Which of the following is the most common reason for an accident in intersections?  
Correct answer: Driver did not notice the other road user in time.  
 
5. Which of the following indicates a slowly moving vehicle?  
Correct answer: A red triangle at the back of it.  
 
6. What is the the most common reason for a fatal car accident?  
Correct answer: Drunken driving  
 
7. Which of the following is one of the main principles of economical driving?  
Correct answer: Drive in high gears  
 
8. What is legislated about driving speed?  
Correct answer: Speed must be selected so that the vehicle can be stopped on currently visible 
part of the road  
 
9. Which is theway to load a vehicle?  
Correct answer: The load must be divided as evenly as possible between the front and back of 
the vehicle.  
 
10. When is it permitted to overtake a vehicle on its right?  
Correct answer: When the vehicle in front is about to turn left and there is sufficient room to 
overtake on its right.  
 
 
 
 
1. What is good to know about trucks and buses in intersections?  
Correct answer: Large vehicle may need to use other lanes also, when turning.  
 



2. Which of the following indicates a slowly moving vehicle?  
Correct answer: A red triangle at the back of it.  
 
3. What is theposition to stop when encountering a traffic signal crossing?  
Correct answer: Before reaching the first set of lights.  
 
4. How much on average does a new passenger car produce carbon dioxide per kilometer?  
Correct answer: About 160 grams per kilometer  
 
5. Which of the following applies to the cargo?  
Correct answer: Cargo may exceed the vehicle back by a maximum of 2 meters.  
 
6. What must be done prior to changing lanes?  
Correct answer: Indicate, look in the mirrors and check your blind spot.  
 
7. Which of the following is characteristic of enviromentally aware driving?  
Correct answer: Preheating the engine in cold weather  
 
8. How do you act when involved in a traffic accident?  
Correct answer: Try to prevent further damage  
 
9. What is the the most common reason for a fatal car accident?  
Correct answer: Drunken driving  
 
10. Which of the following is one of the main principles of economical driving?  
Correct answer: Drive in high gears  
 
 
 
 
 
1. Can a broken-down vehicle with automatic transmission be towed in the same manner as a 
vehicle with manual transmission?  
Correct answer: No  
 
2. When a vehicle is exiting a parking lot to join a main road and another vehicle is approaching 
on the main road, who should yield  
Correct answer: The vehicle coming from the parking lot should always yield.  
 
3. Which of the following is the most common reason for an accident in intersections?  
Correct answer: Driver did not notice the other road user in time.  
 
4. What must be done prior to changing lanes?  
Correct answer: Indicate, look in the mirrors and check your blind spot.  
 
5. Why should the coolant tank never be opened while the engine is hot?  



Correct answer: The tank gets pressurized when hot and, if opened, may spray hot liquid.  
 
6. Which area of the car should have tires that are in the best condition?  
Correct answer: The back, to prevent the rear end from skidding.  
 
7. Why is there a deceleration lane on a motorway?  
Correct answer: So that one can slow down without affecting the traffic continuing straight.  
 
8. Which of the following situations may lead to the loss of a driving license?  
Correct answer: Driving intoxicated  
 
9. You approach an intersection where there is a green light and a Stop sign. How should you 
proceed?  
Correct answer: Continue freely, the stop sign is only in effect when the traffic lights are not in 
use  
 
10. What kinds of trailers must be equipped with lights?  
Correct answer: All trailers.  
 
 
 
 
 
1. On a motorway it is forbidden to...  
Correct answer: Park  
 
2. When joining a main road from a side road, remember that, in one second, a vehicle travelling 
at 100 km/h will travel...  
Correct answer: About 30 meters.  
 
3. Which of the following is an engine's motor oil not involved in?  
Correct answer: The enrichment of the fuel.  
 
4. What must be taken into consideration when towing another vehicle?  
Correct answer: Towed vehicle's driver must have a suitable driver's license.  
 
5. Which is theway to load a vehicle?  
Correct answer: The load must be divided as evenly as possible between the front and back of 
the vehicle.  
 
6. Why should the coolant tank never be opened while the engine is hot?  
Correct answer: The tank gets pressurized when hot and, if opened, may spray hot liquid.  
 
7. When driving straight on at an equal intersection, who should you yield to?  
Correct answer: Traffic coming from right.  
 



8. You are at a green light and you looking to turn right. A pedestrian is about to cross the road. 
Should you yield?  
Correct answer: Yes, because, even at a green light I still have to yield when turning.  
 
9. How can one affect the economy and security of driving while on highway?  
Correct answer: By holding at least 4 seconds of distance from the vehicle in front.  
 
10. When turning left on a single-lane, one-way road you must turn onto the..  
Correct answer: Left side of the road.  
 
 
 
 
 
1. How does automatic transmission differ from manual transmission?  
Correct answer: Vehicles with automatic transmission do not have a clutch pedal  
 
2. Which of the following can cause fading of the brakes?  
Correct answer: Continuous braking in a long downhill.  
 
3. Which of the following applies to driving in intersections?  
Correct answer: One must always approach the intersection with caution.  
 
4. Are snow tires mandatory in trailers?  
Correct answer: Yes, if its mass is 750-3500kg.  
 
5. How much distance should be left from an intersection when parking?  
Correct answer: 5 meters.  
 
6. What happens to the driver's field of vision when the speed increases?  
Correct answer: Driver's field of vision decreases.  
 
7. When turning left on a single-lane, one-way road you must turn onto the..  
Correct answer: Left side of the road.  
 
8. What is 'reaction time'?  
Correct answer: The time taken from noticing an obstacle to the application of the brake pedal.  
 
9. What must be taken into consideration when towing another vehicle?  
Correct answer: Towed vehicle's driver must have a suitable driver's license.  
 
10. When is tarmac most slippery?  
Correct answer: Just minutes after it starts raining  
 
 
 



 
1. What must be done prior to changing lanes?  
Correct answer: Indicate, look in the mirrors and check your blind spot.  
 
2. What is the main purpose of driving education?  
Correct answer: To learn how to drive safely and follow road regulations.  
 
3. How much distance should be left from a railroad crossing when parking?  
Correct answer: 30 meters.  
 
4. Is it legal to drive a motorized vehicle on pedestrian streets and malls?  
Correct answer: It is legal to drive to a building when no other entry is available  
 
5. Which of the following applies to the wheel pressure?  
Correct answer: Air pressure can be checked when the tires have cooled down.  
 
6. What is the general speed limit in built-up areas?  
Correct answer: 50 km/h  
 
7. When turning at an intersection, when is thetime to get in lane?  
Correct answer: Before reaching the intersection.  
 
8. What is comparable to having a collision while travelling on a motorcycle at 50 km/h?  
Correct answer: Falling from a height of 10 meters.  
 
9. What does a sign showing a dashed line around a road number mean?  
Correct answer: That you are approaching a junction for the road indicated.  
 
10. When is it permitted to overtake a vehicle on its right?  
Correct answer: When the vehicle in front is about to turn left and there is sufficient room to 
overtake on its right.  
 
 
 
 
 
1. You are at a stop sign approaching an intersection in order to turn left. There is a vehicle 
approaching from the left. Do you have to yield?  
Correct answer: Yes, because the stop sign requires me to yield.  
 
2. What kinds of trailers must be equipped with lights?  
Correct answer: All trailers.  
 
3. What is 'blind spot'?  
Correct answer: The area diagonally behind the driver, which cannot be seen in the mirrors  
 



4. What is the minimum groove depth for summer tires?  
Correct answer: Main groove depth must be at least 1. 6 mm.  
 
5. What should be taken into consideration when travelling behind a snowplow truck?  
Correct answer: When travelling behind a snowplow truck, the road surface may be slippery and 
the visibility weak  
 
6. You miss your intended exit on a motorway. What should you do?  
Correct answer: Continue driving to the next exit, regardless of the distance  
 
7. Where is it prohibited to change lanes?  
Correct answer: At an intersection where overhead signs apply.  
 
8. When are cars and vans required to use winter tires?  
Correct answer: During December, January and February.  
 
9. What should be taken into consideration when overtaking cyclist?  
Correct answer: Cyclists can behave more erratically than car drivers  
 
10. What should be taken into caution upon taking over a cyclist?  
Correct answer: There must be enough space in between so that the air flow does not grab the 
cyclist.  
 
 
 
1. How does automatic transmission differ from manual transmission?  
Correct answer: Vehicles with automatic transmission do not have a clutch pedal  
 
2. You arrive at a two-way intersection in order to turn left and there is an oncoming vehicle 
approaching you from straight ahead. Who must yield?  
Correct answer: Me  
 
3. Is it possible to drive a traffic tractor with a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: No  
 
4. What does a solid white barrier line between road lanes indicate?  
Correct answer: That it is prohibited to change lanes.  
 
5. Which lights should be turned on if the vehicle has a malfunction and you have to stop on the 
road side?  
Correct answer: Emergency flashers and parking lights.  
 
6. Should you yield to a bus that is pulling out from a bus stop?  
Correct answer: Yes, if the speed limit is 60 km/h or below.  
 
7. In which areas are traffic laws inapplicable?  



Correct answer: Areas that are closed for general traffic.  
 
8. What is good to know about trucks and buses in intersections?  
Correct answer: Large vehicle may need to use other lanes also, when turning.  
 
9. If a vehicle is travelling at a speed of 80 km/h, what distance will it travel in one second?  
Correct answer: Approximately 22 meters.  
 
10. You are turning left at the intersection and on your left-hand side there is a tram lane. What 
must you do?  
Correct answer: I will turn from my own lane, as it is illegal to drive in the tram lane.  
 
 
 
 
1. When is it mandatory to use a vehicle's headlights?  
Correct answer: Always when driving in traffic  
 
2. How should you yield to an ambulance with flashing lights that is approaching from behind?  
Correct answer: Slow down and move to the right  
 
3. In which of the following places is parking permitted?  
Correct answer: Next to a carriageway border line, as long as there is more than 3 meters of free 
space and the road is not marked to have the right-of-way  
 
4. Are vehicles other than trams allowed to drive on tram rails?  
Correct answer: Yes, when the lane is not specifically marked as a tram lane  
 
5. What do the traffic laws stipulate regarding trams in intersections?  
Correct answer: At equal intersections, trams always have right-of-way.  
 
6. What is the most common cause of traffic accidents?  
Correct answer: Driver's error.  
 
7. Why is it best to reverse a vehicle into a parking spot?  
Correct answer: You don't have to reverse into the traffic when rejoining the road.  
 
8. What do you do if the oil pressure signal on the meter board turns on?  
Correct answer: Stop and turn off motor immediately.  
 
9. Where should the warning triangle be placed on a roadway?  
Correct answer: Behind of the broken vehicle, at about 200 meters distance  
 
10. A class B driver's license allows you to drive a vehicle...  
Correct answer: That weights up to3500 kg.  
 



 
 
1. On the lane you are using there is sign that prohibits turning to the right and under it is a bus 
sign. What does it mean?  
Correct answer: Busses are not allowed to turn to the right  
 
2. What is legislated about driving speed?  
Correct answer: Speed must be selected so that the vehicle can be stopped on currently visible 
part of the road  
 
3. How may a heavy load affect a vehicle?  
Correct answer: Headlight aligment may change  
 
4. You arrive at a two-way intersection in order to turn left and there is an oncoming vehicle 
approaching you from straight ahead. Who must yield?  
Correct answer: Me  
 
5. What do you do if the oil pressure signal on the meter board turns on?  
Correct answer: Stop and turn off motor immediately.  
 
6. How do you know if the trailer is allowed to be connected the towing vehicle?  
Correct answer: From the technical section of the towing vehicle's registration certificate.  
 
7. Which of the following applies to the emergency lights?  
Correct answer: It is not allowed to use them in a moving vehicle.  
 
8. Is it possible to drive a traffic tractor with a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: No  
 
9. What is the regulation regarding headlights?  
Correct answer: Headlights must be used at all times.  
 
10. What is compensated from the mandatory traffic insurance?  
Correct answer: Innocent part's material damages and everyone's personal injuries  
 
 
 
 
1. Which one applies to passenger car's wheel surfaces?  
Correct answer: Summer tire's minimum groove depth for main grooves is 1. 6 mm  
 
2. When you are allowed to use the horn?  
Correct answer: When it may prevent prevent a dangerous situation  
 
3. Is it possible to pull a trailer of 660kg in total mass, with a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: Yes  



 
4. Is it possible to drive a motorcycle with a class B driver's license?  
Correct answer: No.  
 
5. What causes hydroplaning?  
Correct answer: When water mass stays between tires and tarmac and prevents sufficient contact.  
 
6. When driving straight on at an equal intersection, who should you yield to?  
Correct answer: Traffic coming from right.  
 
7. Does a class B driver's license permit someone t tow any car-compatible trailer?  
Correct answer: No  
 
8. How much distance should be left from a railroad crossing when parking?  
Correct answer: 30 meters.  
 
9. Which of the following is true about automatic transmission?  
Correct answer: The driver does not need the clutch to change gears when using a vehicle with 
an automatic transmission  
 
10. What should you do if the temperature level of the motor rises over limit?  
Correct answer: Stop as soon as possible.  
 
 
 
 
1. Which of the following is characteristic of enviromentally aware driving?  
Correct answer: Preheating the engine in cold weather  
 
2. When is it legal to use bus lane?  
Correct answer: When grouping in order to turn.  
 
3. What is the maximum speed allowed while trailer towing a trailer?  
Correct answer: 80km/h  
 
4. What must you do if there is a stationary vehicle just before a pedestrian crossing?  
Correct answer: Stop next to the vehicle.  
 
5. Under what circumstances are you allowed to drive in a tram lane?  
Correct answer: Never, only trams are allowed in tram lanes  
 
6. What does a flashing yellow light on traffic lights indicate?  
Correct answer: The lights are out of order, you must obey other traffic regulations.  
 
7. What do you do if the oil pressure signal on the meter board turns on?  
Correct answer: Stop and turn off motor immediately.  



 
8. How can you decrease the amount of harmful particles in the exhaust emission.  
Correct answer: By preheating the motor in cold weather.  
 
9. A class B driver's license allows you to drive a vehicle...  
Correct answer: That weights up to3500 kg.  
 
10. How do you minimize the risk of hydroplaning?  
Correct answer: By riding at a lower speed.  
 
 
 
 
 
1. What is good to remember when adding coolant?   
Correct answer: There should be enough antifreeze liquid to prevent the engine and radiator from 
freezing.   
  
2. Are you allowed to pull a trailer with a total mass of 1500 kg, when car weights 1350 kg and 
you have a class B driver's license?   
Correct answer: Yes, the total mass of the combination is under 3500 kg.   
  
3. When is it permitted to overtake a vehicle on its right?   
Correct answer: When the vehicle in front is about to turn left and there is sufficient room to 
overtake on its right.   
  
4. Which of the following applies to the cargo?   
Correct answer: Cargo may exceed the vehicle back by a maximum of 2 meters.   
  
5. When driving straight on at an equal intersection, who should you yield to?   
Correct answer: Traffic coming from right.   
  
6. Having passed traffic lights to turn left, while yielding to oncoming traffic, the light turns red. 
What should you do?   
Correct answer: Continue turning left, despite the lights being red.   
  
7. What is the speed limit on a smaller road outside populated area, when speed limit on the main 
road is 100 km/h?   
Correct answer: 80 km/h.   
  
8. When is it legal to drive on tram rails?   
Correct answer: When it is not prohibited by a sign   
  
9. How can one most effectively impact on fuel consumption while driving in urban areas?   
Correct answer: By avoiding unnecessary stops.   
  



10. When is a side wind most dangerous?   
Correct answer: When travelling from a sheltered road into an exposed area.   
 
 
 
1. When is it permitted to overtake a vehicle on its right? 
Correct answer: When the vehicle in front is about to turn left and there is sufficient room to 
overtake on its right. 
 
2. What is 'shoulder'? 
Correct answer: The outermost part of the road that begins at continuous line. 
 
3. When is it legal to drive on tram rails? 
Correct answer: When it is not prohibited by a sign 
 
4. How does locked braking affect a vehicle's handling? 
Correct answer: The vehicle will no longer be maneuverable. 
 
5. How should you regard mopeds and cyclists on the road? 
Correct answer: Regard mopeds and cyclists as you would other road users 
 
6. What is 'motion blindness'? 
Correct answer: When a driver becomes desensitized from the speed at which they are travelling, 
leading to them misjudging of it. 
 
7. How much distance should be left from an intersection when parking? 
Correct answer: 5 meters. 
 
8. If a vehicle has a liquid cooling system, how should it be maintained? 
Correct answer: The amount of liquid should be checked every once in a while and more coolant 
added if required 
 
9. On the lane you are using there is sign that prohibits turning to the right and under it is a bus 
sign. What does it mean? 
Correct answer: Busses are not allowed to turn to the right 
 
10. From how far can you notice a dark human figure (without a reflector) in the dark with 
dipped beams? 
Correct answer: From about 40 meters 
 
 
 
 
1. Which of the following situations may lead to the loss of a driving license? 
Correct answer: Driving intoxicated 
 



2. How do traffic lights change? 
Correct answer: When changing to green, the lights will first show red and yellow 
simultaneously 
 
3. Is it prohibited to stop or park at a bus stop? 
Correct answer: You are allowed to stop to pick up or drop off passengers. 
 
4. When are cars and vans required to use winter tires? 
Correct answer: During December, January and February. 
 
5. What should you pay special attention to when turning right at a junction? 
Correct answer: I should check adjacent cycle path for cyclists who may be in my blind spot. 
 
6. How much distance should be left from a railroad crossing when parking? 
Correct answer: 30 meters. 
 
7. Why is it especially important to pay attention to speed limits when travelling through 
construction zones? 
Correct answer: There are often people working very close to the moving traffic 
 
8. What is legislated about driving speed? 
Correct answer: Speed must be selected so that the vehicle can be stopped on currently visible 
part of the road 
 
9. How do you set parking disk and how long can you park, when the time is 19:05 and the limit 
is 30 minutes? 
Correct answer: I will set 19:30 and I may park 55 minutes 
 
10. What should be done at an accident scene, when there are number of helpers? 
Correct answer: One person takes control of the situation and shares tasks to others. 
 
 
 
 
 
1. How much on average does a new passenger car produce carbon dioxide per kilometer? 
Correct answer: About 160 grams per kilometer 
 
2. Which of the following statements is valid regarding cyclists? 
Correct answer: You must always yield to cyclists when turning. 
 
3. What is the maximum permitted speed for a vehicle towing a trailer? 
Correct answer: 80 km/h 
 
4. What is 'shoulder'? 
Correct answer: The outermost part of the road that begins at continuous line. 



 
5. In which of the following places is parking permitted? 
Correct answer: Next to a carriageway border line, as long as there is more than 3 meters of free 
space and the road is not marked to have the right-of-way 
 
6. Which of the following statements is true regarding residential zones? 
Correct answer: Parking is prohibited outside of marked parking spaces 
 
7. When are you allowed to use studded tires while driving a passenger car or van? 
Correct answer: Whenever the weather requires it. 
 
8. How does locked braking affect a vehicle's handling? 
Correct answer: The vehicle will no longer be maneuverable. 
 
9. When travelling along a multi-lane road, which lane should you generally stay in? 
Correct answer: The lane furthest to the right 
 
10. What is good to remember when adding coolant? 
Correct answer: There should be enough antifreeze liquid to prevent the engine and radiator from 
freezing. 
 
 
 
 
1. Can a broken-down vehicle with automatic transmission be towed in the same manner as a 
vehicle with manual transmission? 
Correct answer: No 
 
2. What is the general speed limit in built-up areas? 
Correct answer: 50 km/h 
 
3. What is the maximum speed limit for a van? 
Correct answer: 100 km/h with ABS braking system, otherwise 80 km/h 
 
4. Which of the following are you allowed to drive with a class B driver's license? 
Correct answer: A motor vehicle towing a 750 kg trailer. 
 
5. What does a red battery symbol on the dash board indicate? 
Correct answer: There is a malfunction in the battery charging system. Stop when you reach the 
nearest service station. 
 
6. Which of the following statements is true regarding residential zones? 
Correct answer: Parking is prohibited outside of marked parking spaces 
 
7. What is the correct place for grouping? 
Correct answer: Well before grouping zone. 



 
8. Are vehicles other than trams allowed to drive on tram rails? 
Correct answer: Yes, when the lane is not specifically marked as a tram lane 
 
9. Which of the following applies to grouping? 
Correct answer: There may be tram rails on the lane that is used for grouping. 
 
10. What is the the most common reason for a fatal car accident? 
Correct answer: Drunken driving 
 
 
 
 
1. What is the general speed limit outside built-up areas? 
Correct answer: 80 km/h 
 
2. How far does a vehicle travel in a second at a speed of 120km/h? 
Correct answer: About 33 meters. 
 
3. What should you do when approaching a pedestrian crossing? 
Correct answer: If there are pedestrians waiting to cross the street, yield to them. 
 
4. Why is it best to reverse a vehicle into a parking spot? 
Correct answer: You don't have to reverse into the traffic when rejoining the road. 
 
5. What is good to know about tire regulations? 
Correct answer: Winter tires must be used during December, January and February. 
 
6. When is a side wind most dangerous? 
Correct answer: When travelling from a sheltered road into an exposed area. 
 
7. What is the general speed limit in densely populated areas? 
Correct answer: 50 km/h 
 
8. Which of the following is common to a proactive driving habit? 
Correct answer: Motor braking. 
 
9. What is the maximum speed allowed while trailer towing a trailer? 
Correct answer: 80km/h 
 
10. Why must the centrifugal force must be taken into consideration when loading the cargo? 
Correct answer: High center of mass increases the risk of tipping over. 
 
 
 
 



1. How many persons can travel in a passenger car that is registered for five persons? 
Correct answer: 5 persons 
 
2. What is the correct procedure when turning onto a side road? 
Correct answer: Indicate, align the vehicle and then reduce speed 
 
3. How much on average does a new passenger car produce carbon dioxide per kilometer? 
Correct answer: About 160 grams per kilometer 
 
4. How do you minimize the risk of hydroplaning? 
Correct answer: By riding at a lower speed. 
 
5. Are you allowed to drive in a residential zone? 
Correct answer: Yes but you must yield to pedestrians and cyclists. 
 
6. What should be done at an accident scene, when there are number of helpers? 
Correct answer: One person takes control of the situation and shares tasks to others. 
 
7. The vehicle ahead performs an emergency stop and you crash into the back od his vehicle. He 
says he braked to avoid hitting a squirrel. Who is responsible? 
Correct answer: In principle, the vehicle behind is responsible. 
 
8. Can a vehicle be loaned to any one for a test drive? 
Correct answer: No, for instance, allowing an intoxicated person to drive a vehicle is prohibited 
 
9. Which of the following should be helped first on the accident scene? 
Correct answer: The ones having difficulty breathing. 
 
10. What must be taken into account when turning right from a road which has the right of way? 
Correct answer: When turning right one must yield the pedestrians, scooters and bicyclists 
crossing the road 
 
 
 
 
 
1. When you are allowed to use the horn? 
Correct answer: When it may prevent prevent a dangerous situation 
 
2. What is the regulation regarding headlights? 
Correct answer: Headlights must be used at all times. 
 
3. On the lane you are using there is sign that prohibits turning to the right and under it is a bus 
sign. What does it mean? 
Correct answer: Busses are not allowed to turn to the right 
 



4. What should you bear in mind when changing a headlight's bulb? 
Correct answer: You should not touch the bulb with bare hands. 
 
5. What does a red and yellow light showing simultaneously at the traffic lights indicate? 
Correct answer: The light is turning green. 
 
6. A class B driver's license allows you to drive a vehicle... 
Correct answer: That weights up to3500 kg. 
 
7. What does the mandatory third party insurance cover? 
Correct answer: All personal injury and the innocent party's damage costs 
 
8. You see a vehicle in the dark with emergency lights on. Which of the following is true? 
Correct answer: The driver may be next to the vehicle, changing a tire 
 
9. How can you decrease the amount of harmful particles in the exhaust emission. 
Correct answer: By preheating the motor in cold weather. 
 
10. What does a sign showing a big red triangle at the back of a vehicle indicate? 
Correct answer: That the vehicle moves slowly 
 
 
 
 
1. What must be done prior to changing lanes? 
Correct answer: Indicate, look in the mirrors and check your blind spot. 
 
2. How can you affect the emissions as a driver? 
Correct answer: Driving smoothly, without unnecessary accelerations and braking. 
 
3. A class B driver's license allows you to drive... 
Correct answer: A snowmobile. 
 
4. What is comparable to having a collision while travelling on a motorcycle at 50 km/h? 
Correct answer: Falling from a height of 10 meters. 
 
5. In which areas are traffic laws inapplicable? 
Correct answer: Areas that are closed for general traffic. 
 
6. What does a red triangle in a medicine package mean? 
Correct answer: Medicine may lower the capability to drive 
 
7. When is it permitted to overtake a vehicle on its right? 
Correct answer: When the vehicle in front is about to turn left and there is sufficient room to 
overtake on its right. 
 



8. What is the maximum amount of people that a class B vehicle can be registered for? 
Correct answer: Driver + 8 persons 
 
9. If a vehicle is travelling at a speed of 80 km/h, what distance will it travel in one second? 
Correct answer: Approximately 22 meters. 
 
10. Which of the following applies to the cargo? 
Correct answer: Cargo may exceed the vehicle back by a maximum of 2 meters. 
 
 
 
 
 
1.What in particular must be taken into account when turning right? 
Correct answer: There may be a scooter or a bicycle beside me on the shoulder of the road of the 
road to which I must yield the right of way 
 
2. How does a motorway differ from a motor-traffic way? 
Correct answer: The motor-traffic way does not usually have a specific mid-area. 
 
3. What does the law state about the use of cell phones while driving a vehicle? 
Correct answer: Using a phone is only allowed with a hands-free device 
 
4. How do you minimize the risk of hydroplaning? 
Correct answer: By riding at a lower speed. 
 
5. Which of the following applies to driving in intersections? 
Correct answer: One must always approach the intersection with caution. 
 
6. What happens to the driver's field of vision when the speed increases? 
Correct answer: Driver's field of vision decreases. 
 
7. When in traffic, which of the following should you take into account with regards to children? 
Correct answer: Children's attention spans are not always at the same level as those of adults. 
 
8. You are at a stop sign approaching an intersection in order to turn left. There is a vehicle 
approaching from the left. Do you have to yield? 
Correct answer: Yes, because the stop sign requires me to yield. 
 
9. How can one affect the economy and security of driving while on highway? 
Correct answer: By holding at least 4 seconds of distance from the vehicle in front. 
 
10. What does it mean if ABS light is on in the control panel while driving? 
Correct answer: ABS braking system has a malfunction, so the brakes can lock during braking. 
 
 



 
 
 
1. What is 'situational speed'? 
Correct answer: The vehicle's speed in relation to a challenging situation. 
 
2. What are medicines that debilitate driving condition associated with? 
Correct answer: Drugs 
 
3. You are turning left at a yield sign, which direction of traffic should you yield to? 
Correct answer: Traffic coming from both directions. 
 
4. What does a sign showing a dashed line around a road number mean? 
Correct answer: That you are approaching a junction for the road indicated. 
 
5. Why can it be hazardous, if the brakes lock during braking? 
Correct answer: The driver is no longer able to steer the vehicle. 
 
6. How should you approach a railroad crossing? 
Correct answer: With caution, travelling ar a speed at which I am able to stop if necessary. 
 
7. If a vehicle has a liquid cooling system, how should it be maintained? 
Correct answer: The amount of liquid should be checked every once in a while and more coolant 
added if required 
 
8. With a class B driver's license, it is permitted to pull a trailer, with a maximum weight of... 
Correct answer: 3500 kg 
 
9. Which of the following statements applies to the catalytic converter? 
Correct answer: The catalytic converter reduces emissions. 
 
10. What is the temperature limit when it is recommended to use motor pre heater? 
Correct answer: 0 degrees Celsius 
 
 
 
 
1.What is 'shoulder'?   
Correct answer: The outermost part of the road that begins at continuous line.   
  
2. How do you know if the trailer is allowed to be connected the towing vehicle?   
Correct answer: From the technical section of the towing vehicle's registration certificate.   
  
3. Which of the following is true about automatic transmission?   
Correct answer: The driver does not need the clutch to change gears when using a vehicle with 
an automatic transmission   



  
4. If the speed of a moving vehicle doubles, what effect does this have on the stoppping distance 
needed?   
Correct answer: The Stopping distance is quadrupled.   
  
5. What does it mean if ABS light is on in the control panel while driving?   
Correct answer: ABS braking system has a malfunction, so the brakes can lock during braking.   
  
6. What is the regulation regarding headlights?   
Correct answer: Headlights must be used at all times.   
  
7. A police officer is guiding traffic at an intersection and turns towards you. He raises his left 
arm to the side. What should you do?   
Correct answer: Stop, because this indicates that vehicles cannot pass   
  
8. What does a solid white barrier line between road lanes indicate?   
Correct answer: That it is prohibited to change lanes.   
  
9.What does a red and yellow light showing simultaneously at the traffic lights indicate?   
Correct answer: The light is turning green.   
  
10. What should be taken into consideration when overtaking cyclist?   
Correct answer: Cyclists can behave more erratically than car drivers   
 
 
 
 
 
1. What is 'motion blindness'?   
Correct answer: When a driver becomes desensitized from the speed at which they are travelling, 
leading to them misjudging of it.   
 
 2. You approach an intersection where there is a green light and a Stop sign. How should you 
proceed?   
Correct answer: Continue freely, the stop sign is only in effect when the traffic lights are not in 
use   
  
3. When driving round a bend to the right, what happens to the tires on the right side of the 
vehicle?   
Correct answer: The weight placed on them decreases.   
  
4. Is it possible to pull a trailer of 660kg in total mass, with a class B driver's license?   
Correct answer: Yes   
  
5. What is the probability of a new driver being involved in an accident, when compared with a 
driver who has been driving for ten years?   



Correct answer: 3.5:1   
  
6. When is a side wind most dangerous?   
Correct answer: When travelling from a sheltered road into an exposed area.   
  
7. What must be taking into consideration, when overtaking a bicycle or a moped?   
Correct answer: Moped or bicyclist may suddenly turn to the left.   
  
8. What are medicines that debilitate driving condition associated with?   
Correct answer: Drugs   
  
9.What is 'situational speed'?   
Correct answer: The vehicle's speed in relation to a challenging situation.   
  
10. Where is it prohibited to change lanes?   
Correct answer: At an intersection where overhead signs apply.   
 
 
 
 
1. Which of the following statements is true regarding residential zones?   
 Correct answer: Parking is prohibited outside of marked parking spaces   
 
2. What is the safest way for a small child to travel in a car?   
Correct answer: Sitting on the back seat in an approved child safety seat.   
  
3.How far, in time, should you travel behind the vehicle ahead when driving at a speed of 80 
km/h?   
Correct answer: Four seconds   
  
4.Which of the following applies outside population centers?   
Correct answer: Vehicles can be parked on the shoulder   
  
5. What is the maximum speed limit for a van?   
Correct answer: 100 km/h with ABS braking system, otherwise 80 km/h   
  
6. What is 'blind spot'?   
Correct answer: The area diagonally behind the driver, which cannot be seen in the mirrors   
  
7. Does a class B driver's license allow you to tow a trailer?   
Correct answer: Yes.   
  
8. Can a vehicle be loaned to any one for a test drive?   
Correct answer: No, for instance, allowing an intoxicated person to drive a vehicle is prohibited   
  
9. What is the temperature limit when it is recommended to use motor pre heater?   



Correct answer: 0 degrees Celsius   
  
10. What traffic guidance is in use when traffic lights are not operating?   
Correct answer: Traffic signs   
 
 
 
 
 
1. What does the law state about the use of cell phones while driving a vehicle?   
Correct answer: Using a phone is only allowed with a hands-free device   
 
2. Which of the following is common to a proactive driving habit?   
Correct answer: Motor braking.   
 
3. What does the mandatory third party insurance cover?   
Correct answer: All personal injury and the innocent party's damage costs   
 
4. What must be taking into consideration, when overtaking a bicycle or a moped?   
Correct answer: Moped or bicyclist may suddenly turn to the left.   
  
5. Having passed traffic lights to turn left, while yielding to oncoming traffic, the light turns red. 
What should you do?   
Correct answer: Continue turning left, despite the lights being red.   
  
6. How does locked braking affect a vehicle's handling?   
Correct answer: The vehicle will no longer be maneuverable.   
  
7.What position should you set the parking disk if parking at 4.45 pm?   
Correct answer: 5.00 pm   
  
8. When joining a main road from a side road, remember that, in one second, a vehicle travelling 
at 100 km/h will travel...   
Correct answer: About 30 meters.   
  
9. How does one brake effectively when driving in slippery conditions?   
Correct answer: By pressign down the brake pedal carefully, paying attention to avoid wheel 
locking.   
  
10.When is a side wind most dangerous?   
Correct answer: When travelling from a sheltered road into an exposed area.   
 
 
 
 
1. On the lane you are using there is sign that prohibits turning to the right and under it is a bus 



sign. What does it mean?   
Correct answer: Busses are not allowed to turn to the right   
 
 2. Which of the following is common to a proactive driving habit?   
Correct answer: Motor braking.   
 
 3. In what circumstances can the insurance company claim reimbursement from the guilty 
party?   
Correct answer: If the guilty party has caused the damage while under the influence of alcohol   
 
 4. What should be taken into caution upon taking over a cyclist?   
Correct answer: There must be enough space in between so that the air flow does not grab the 
cyclist.   
  
5. How do you act when involved in a traffic accident?   
Correct answer: Try to prevent further damage   
  
6. What does the mandatory third party insurance cover?   
Correct answer: All personal injury and the innocent party's damage costs   
 
 7. What does a red battery symbol on the dash board indicate?   
Correct answer: There is a malfunction in the battery charging system. Stop when you reach the 
nearest service station.   
  
8.Why can it be hazardous, if the brakes lock during braking?   
Correct answer: The driver is no longer able to steer the vehicle.   
  
9. What is the correct position to stop when encountering a traffic signal crossing?   
Correct answer: Before reaching the first set of lights.   
  
10. Is it legal to drive a motorized vehicle on pedestrian streets and malls?   
Correct answer: It is legal to drive to a building when no other entry is available 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Are you allowed to drive in a residential zone?  Correct answer: Yes but you must yield to 
pedestrians and cyclists.   
 
 2. What should you do if you see small children walking on the side of the road?   
Correct answer: Slow down and proceed with caution.   
 
3.How do traffic lights change?   
Correct answer: When changing to green, the lights will first show red and yellow 
simultaneously   



  
4. You are turning left at a yield sign, which direction of traffic should you yield to?   
Correct answer: Traffic coming from both directions.   
 
 5. Which of the following statements is valid regarding cyclists?   
Correct answer: You must always yield to cyclists when turning.   
  
6. What is the the most common reason for a fatal car accident?   
Correct answer: Drunken driving   
  
7.How does a motorway differ from a motor-traffic way?   
Correct answer: The motor-traffic way does not usually have a specific mid-area.   
  
8. When driving straight on at an equal intersection, who should you yield to?   
Correct answer: Traffic coming from right.   
  
9. What is 'shoulder'?   
Correct answer: The outermost part of the road that begins at continuous line.   
  
10.How do senior citizens differ from other road users?   
Correct answer: Senior citizens' attention levels are not always at the same level as those of 
younger adults.   
 
 
 
 
 
1. Which of the following applies to the cargo?   
Correct answer: Cargo may exceed the vehicle back by a maximum of 2 meters.   
 
2. What must be taking into consideration, when overtaking a bicycle or a moped?   
Correct answer: Moped or bicyclist may suddenly turn to the left.   
  
3. What do the traffic laws stipulate regarding trams in intersections?   
Correct answer: At equal intersections, trams always have right-of-way.   
  
4. The car you are driving seems to drag a little to the left. What is the probable cause?   
Correct answer: The left tire's pressure is too low   
  
5. What is the probability of a new driver being involved in an accident, when compared with a 
driver who has been driving for ten years?   
Correct answer: 3.5:1   
  
6. How much on average does a new passenger car produce carbon dioxide per kilometer?   
Correct answer: About 160 grams per kilometer   
  



7.When is it legal to drive on tram rails?   
Correct answer: When it is not prohibited by a sign   
  
8. Which lights should be turned on if the vehicle has a malfunction and you have to stop on the 
road side?   
Correct answer: Emergency flashers and parking lights.   
  
9. You have a green light and you are turning left. Who should you yield to?   
Correct answer: Oncoming traffic and pedestrians.   
  
10. How do you know if the trailer is allowed to be connected the towing vehicle?   
Correct answer: From the technical section of the towing vehicle's registration certificate.   
 
 
 
 
 
1. Which of the following statements regarding warning signs should be observed?   
Correct answer: When seeing a warning sign, it is recommended to slow down and look out for 
possible hazards.   
  
2. Can the driver of the vehicle affect the amount of carbon dioxide emissions?   
Correct answer: Yes, driving habits have significant impact on emissions.   
  
3. A police officer is guiding traffic at an intersection and turns towards you. He raises his left 
arm to the side. What should you do?   
Correct answer: Stop, because this indicates that vehicles cannot pass   
  
4. What is the main purpose of driving education?   
Correct answer: To learn how to drive safely and follow road regulations.   
  
5. Which of the following can cause fading of the brakes?   
Correct answer: Continuous braking in a long downhill.   
  
6. Above the lane there is a bus lane sign and beneath it an additional sign where it says (8-18). 
What does it mean?   
Correct answer: Only buses are allowed on the lane on Saturdays between 8 am and 6 pm   
  
7. You are travelling along a road and vehicles are backed up behind you. How should you 
proceed?   
Correct answer: Continue driving as normal. There is no minimum speed limit.   
  
8. Are snow tires mandatory in trailers?   
Correct answer: Yes, if its mass is 750-3500kg.   
 
  



9. What does a police car driving behind you with a blinking red light signify?   
Correct answer: I have to pull over and stop.   
  
10. Under what circumstances are you allowed to drive in a tram lane?   
Correct answer: Never, only trams are allowed in tram lanes   
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. What is good to remember when adding coolant?   
Correct answer: There should be enough antifreeze liquid to prevent the engine and radiator from 
freezing.   
  
2.What must be taking into consideration, when overtaking a bicycle or a moped?   
Correct answer: Moped or bicyclist may suddenly turn to the left.   
  
3. Is it legal to drive a motorized vehicle on pedestrian streets and malls?   
Correct answer: It is legal to drive to a building when no other entry is available   
  
4. In which of the following places is parking permitted?   
Correct answer: Next to a carriageway border line, as long as there is more than 3 meters of free 
space and the road is not marked to have the right-of-way   
  
5. Is it possible to pull a trailer of 660kg in total mass, with a class B driver's license?   
Correct answer: Yes   
  
6. Which of the following statements applies to motorways and motor-traffic ways?   
Correct answer: U-turns are prohibited   
  
7. When is it legal to drive on tram rails?   
Correct answer: When it is not prohibited by a sign   
  
8. How should you regard mopeds and cyclists on the road?   
Correct answer: Regard mopeds and cyclists as you would other road users   
  
9. Why must the centrifugal force must be taken into consideration when loading the cargo?   
Correct answer: High center of mass increases the risk of tipping over.   
  
10. What must you do if there is a stationary vehicle just before a pedestrian crossing?   
Correct answer: Stop next to the vehicle.   
 
 
 
 



 
 


